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orret [HS75,Kol80℄. The �rst polynomial time algorithm for the minimum yle basis problemwas given by Horton [Hor87℄, and had running time O(m3n).Horton's approah was to reate a set M of mn yles whih he proved was a superset of anMCB and then extrat the MCB as the shortestm�n+1 linearly independent yles fromM usingGaussian elimination. Golynski and Horton [GH02℄ observed that the shortest m� n+ 1 linearlyindependent yles ould be obtained from M in O(m!n) time using fast matrix multipliationalgorithms, where ! is the best exponent for matrix multipliation. It is presently known [CW90℄that ! < 2:376. The O(m!n) algorithm was the best known algorithm for the MCB problem.De Pina [dP95℄ gave an O(m3 +mn2 logn) to ompute an MCB in a graph. The approah in[dP95℄ is di�erent from that of Horton; de Pina's algorithm is similar to the algorithm of Padbergand Rao [PR82℄ to solve the minimum weighted T -odd ut problem. Our new algorithm to omputean MCB is also based on the same approah.Related results: For planar graphs, Hartvigsen and Mardon [HM94℄ showed that an MCB an beomputed in O(n2 logn) time. In [HM93℄ Hartvigsen and Mardon study the struture of minimumyle bases and haraterise graphs whose short yles3 form an MCB.Closely related to problem of omputing an MCB is the problem of �nding a minimum fun-damental yle basis, i.e., given a onneted graph G, �nd a spanning tree T of G suh that thefundamental yle basis (where eah yle is of the form: some edges of T and one edge from GnT )is as small as possible. This problem has been shown to be NP-omplete [DPK82℄. The minimumyle basis problem is also NP-omplete when negative edge lengths are allowed.1.3 New ResultsIn this paper we obtain the following new results.For graphs with arbitrary non-negative weights on edges, we give an O(m2n + mn2 logn)algorithm to ompute an MCB, improving upon the urrent O(m!n) upper bound. In partiular,whenever m � n logn, we have an O(m2n) algorithm. Also, when the edge weights are integers,we have an O(m2n) algorithm. When the edge weights are small integers (whih also inludesunweighted graphs) and m � n1:7, we have an O(m!) algorithm.We use an all pairs shortest paths (APSP) algorithm as a subroutine in our algorithm. Weobtain the better running times for integer edge weights and unweighted graphs by using fasterall pairs shortest path algorithms for these ases [Sei95,GM97,Tho99,Tho00℄. Similarly, when thegraph is sparse, there are faster APSP algorithms, using whih, our algorithm an be made faster4.We also look at approximation algorithms for omputing a minimum yle basis in a graph.Given any � > 1, we have an �-approximation algorithm by relaxing the shortest paths subroutineto an � streth paths5 subroutine. The running time of our algorithm whih omputes a yle basiswhose weight is at most twie the weight of an MCB is ~O(m3=2n3=2) + O(m!) using the result in[CZ01℄ to ompute 2 streth paths. For graphs withm � n1:6, this is an O(m!) algorithm. Using theall pairs 1+� streth paths algorithm [Zwi98℄, for any � > 0, we have an ~O(mn!=� log(W=�))+O(m!)algorithm to ompute a yle basis whih is at most 1+ � times the weight of an MCB, where W isthe largest edge weight in the graph. Assuming that m � n1:7 and all edge weights are polynomialin n, this is an O(m!1=� log(1=�)) algorithm.Using the properties of a minimum yle basis, we also give an O(m!) algorithm to onstruta witness of a minimum yle basis.3 A yle C is onsidered a short yle if it is the shortest yle through one of its edges4 Our algorithm annot be made to run faster than m! though.5 An � streth (s; t) path is a path whih is at most � times the length of a shortest (s; t) path.2



Organisation of the paper: The rest of this paper is organised as follows. In Setion 2 we give asimple algebrai framework (based on De Pina's algorithm) to ompute a minimum yle basis ina graph and analyse it. In Setion 3 we present our improved algorithm. In Setion 4 we give an�-approximation algorithm to ompute a yle basis whose weight is � �� weight of an MCB. InSetion 5 we give an algorithm to obtain a erti�ate or witness of a minimum yle basis.2 A Simple MCB AlgorithmDe Pina [dP95℄ gave a ombinatorial algorithm (see Appendix A) to ompute a minimum yle basisin a graph with non-negative weights on its edges. We feel that the intuition behind the algorithmand the idea as to why it works is not lear from the ombinatorial version of the algorithm. So,we interpret this algorithm algebraially. From the algebrai version of the algorithm, the sopefor improvement is also lear.2.1 An algebrai interpretationLet G = (V;E) be an undireted graph with m edges and n verties and its edges have non-negativeweights. We assume that G is onneted. Let T be any spanning tree of G. Let e1; : : : ; eN be theedges of G n T in some arbitrary but �xed order.A yle in G an be viewed in terms of its inidene vetor and so eah yle is a vetor in thespae spanned by all the edges (with 0's and 1's in its oordinates). Here we will only look thesevetors restrited to the oordinates indexed by fe1; :::; eNg.In SIMPLE-MCB (see Fig. 1) we ompute the yles of a minimum yle basis and theirwitnesses. A witness S of a yle C is a subset of fe1; :::; eNg whih will prove that C belongsto our minimum yle basis. We will view these witnesses or subsets in terms of their inidenevetors over fe1; :::; eNg.Hene, both yles and witnesses are vetors in the spae f0; 1gN . hC; Si stands for the standardinner produt of the vetors C and S. We say that a vetor S is orthogonal to C if hS;Ci = 0.Sine we are in the �eld GF (2), observe that hC; Si = 1 if and only if C ontains an odd numberof edges of S. We present in Fig. 1 a suint desription of the algorithm SIMPLE-MCB.For i = 1 to N do the following:1. Let Si be any arbitrary non-zero vetor in the subspae orthogonal to fC1; C2; :::; Ci�1g. Thatis, Si is a non-trivial solution to the set of linear equations:hCk; xi = 0 for k = 1 to i� 1.(Initially, S1 is any arbitrary non-zero vetor in the spae f0; 1gN .)2. Compute a shortest yle Ci suh that hCi; Sii = 1.Fig. 1. SIMPLE-MCB: An algebrai framework for omputing an MCBSine eah Si is non-zero, it has to ontain at least one edge e from G nT . The yle formed byedges of T and e has intersetion of size exatly 1 with Si. So, there is always at least one ylewith an odd number of edges of Si.Note that Ci is independent of C1; ::; Ci�1 beause any vetor v in the span of fC1; :::; Ci�1gsatis�es hv; Sii = 0 (sine hCj ; Sii = 0 for eah 1 � j � i � 1), whereas hCi; Sii = 1. Hene, itfollows immediately that fC1; :::; CNg is a basis.3



We still have to desribe how to ompute a shortest yle Ci suh that hCi; Sii = 1 and howto ompute a non-zero vetor Si in the subspae orthogonal to fC1; :::; Ci�1g. We will do that inSetions 2.2 and 2.3 respetively. We will �rst prove that fC1; :::; CNg omputed in SIMPLE-MCBforms an MCB.Theorem 1. The set fC1; C2; :::; CNg determined in SIMPLE-MCB is a minimum yle basis.Proof. (from [dP95℄) Suppose not. Then there exists an 0 � i < N suh that there is a mini-mum yle basis B that ontains fC1; :::; Cig but there is no minimum yle basis that ontainsfC1; :::; Ci; Ci+1g. Sine the yles in B form a spanning set, there exist yles D1; :::; Dk in B suhthat Ci+1 = D1 +D2 + � � �+DkSine hCi+1; Si+1i = 1, there exists some Dj in the above sum suh that hDj ; Si+1i = 1. But Ci+1is a shortest yle suh that hCi+1; Si+1i = 1. So the weight of Ci+1 � the weight of Dj .Let B0 = B[fCi+1gnfDjg. It is easy to see that B0 is also a basis. And B0 has weight at mostthe weight of B whih is a minimum yle basis. So B0 is also a minimum yle basis. It is easyto show that fC1; C2; :::; Ci+1g � B0 beause by assumption fC1; :::; Cig � B and the yle Djthat was omitted from B0 annot be equal to any one of C1; :::; Ci beause hD0j ; Si+1i = 1 whereashCj ; Si+1i = 0 8j � i.The existene of the basis B0 ontradits that there is no minimum yle basis ontainingfC1; :::; Ci; Ci+1g. Hene, fC1; C2; :::; CNg is indeed a minimum yle basis. ut2.2 Computing the ylesGiven Si, it is easy to ompute a shortest yle Ci suh that hCi; Sii = 1 by reduing it to nshortest path omputations in an appropriate graph Gi. The following onstrution is well-known.Gi is de�ned from G = (V;E) and Si � E in the following manner.Gi has 2 opies of eah vertex v 2 V . Call them v+ and v�.for every edge e = (v; u) 2 E doif e =2 Si thenAdd edges (v+; u+) and (v�; u�) to the edge set of Gi. fAssign their weights to be the sameas e.gelseAdd edges (v+; u�) and (v�; u+) to the edge set of Gi. fAssign their weights to be the sameas e.gend ifend forGi an be visualised as 2 levels of G (the + level and the � level). Within eah level, we haveedges of E n Si. Between the levels we have the edges of Si. Below is an example of Gi when thegraph G has 4 verties f1; 2; 3; 4g and 4 edges f(1; 2); (1; 4); (2; 4); (3; 4)g and only the edge (1; 2)is in Si.
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Given any v+ to v� path p in Gi, we an orrespond to it a yle in G by identifying the vertiesand edges in Gi with their orresponding verties and edges in G. Beause we identify both v+and v� with v, the path in G orresponding to p would be a yle C.More formally, take the inidene vetor of the path p (over the edges of Gi) and obtain aninidene vetor over the edges of G by identifying (v�; uy) with (v; u) where � and y are + or �.Suppose the path p ontained more than one opy of some edge(s). (It ould have ontained both(v+; u�) and (v�; u+)) for some (v; u).) Then add the number of ourrenes of eah suh edgemodulo 2 to obtain an inidene vetor over the edges of G.Let p = minv2V shortest (v+; v�) path in Gi. We give the proof of the following lemma inAppendix B.Lemma 1. p orresponds a shortest yle C with odd intersetion with Si.The omputation of the path p an be done by omputing n shortest (v+; v�) paths (eah byDijkstra's algorithm) in Gi and taking their minimum or by one invoation of an all-pairs-shortestpaths algorithm in Gi. This omputation takes O(n(m + n logn)) time. In the ase when theedge weights are integers or the unweighted ase it is better to use faster all-pairs-shortest pathsalgorithms than run Dijkstra's algorithm n times.Sine we have to ompute totally N suh yles C1; C2; :::; CN , we spend O(mn(m + n logn))time, sine N = m� n+ 1.2.3 Computing the subsetsWe will now onsider the problem of omputing the subsets Si, for i = 1 to N . Si is a non-zerovetor in the subspae orthogonal to fC1; :::; Cig. One way to �nd a non-zero vetor in a subspaeis to maintain the whole basis of the subspae. Any vetor in that basis will then be a non-zerovetor in the subspae.Initially, Sj = fejg for all j, 1 � j � N . This orresponds to the standard basis of the spaef0; 1gN . At the beginning of phase i, we have fSi; Si+1; :::; SNg whih is a basis of the spaeC? orthogonal to the spae C spanned by fC1; :::; Ci�1g. We use Si to ompute Ci and updatefSi+1; :::; SNg to a basis fS0i+1; :::; S0Ng of the subspae of C? whih is orthogonal to Ci. The updatestep of phase i is as follows:For i+ 1 � j < N , let S0j = (Sj if hCi; Sji = 0Sj + Si if hCi; Sji = 1Lemma 2. S0i+1; :::S0N form a basis of the subspae orthogonal to C1; :::; Ci.Proof. We will �rst show that S0i+1; :::S0N belong to the subspae orthogonal to C1; :::; Ci. Weknow that Si; Si+1; :::; SN are all orthogonal to C1; :::; Ci�1. Sine eah S0j ; i + 1 � j � N is alinear ombination of Sj and Si, it follows that S0j is orthogonal to C1; :::; Ci�1. If an Sj is alreadyorthogonal to Ci, then we leave it as it is, i.e., S0j = Sj . Otherwise, we update it as S0j = Sj + Si.Sine both hCi; Sji and hCi; Sii are equal to 1, it follows that eah S0j is now orthogonal to Ci also.Hene, S0i+1; :::S0N belong to the subspae orthogonal to C1; :::; Ci.Now we will show that S0i+1; :::S0N are linearly independent. Suppose there is a linear dependeneamong them. Substitute S0j 's in terms of Sj 's and Si in the linear dependene relation. Si is theonly vetor that might our more than one in that relation. So either Si ours an even numberof times and gets anelled and we get a linear dependene among Si+1; :::; SN or Si ours an oddnumber of times, in whih ase we get a linear dependene among Si; Si+1; :::; SN . Both the asesontradit the linear independene of Si; Si+1; :::; SN . Hene, S0i+1; :::S0N are linearly independent.This ompletes the desription of the algorithm SIMPLE-MCB.5



Running Time of SIMPLE-MCB: During the update step of phase i, the ost of updatingeah Sj ; j > i is N and hene it is N(N � i) for updating Si+1; :::; SN . Sine we have N phases,the total ost of maintaining this basis is N3, whih is like m3.The total running time of the algorithm SIMPLE-MCB, by summing the osts of omputing theyles and witnesses, ism3+mn2 logn. So, independent of whih all-pairs-shortest-paths algorithmis used to ompute the yles, the ost of updating the witnesses is the bottlenek.Note that we needed just one vetor from the subspae orthogonal to fC1; :::; Cig. But thealgorithm maintained N � i suh vetors: Si+1; :::; SN . This was the limiting fator in the runningtime of the algorithm.3 Our improvementThe maintenane of the basis of C? osted us m2 in eah iteration. In order to improve therunning time of SIMPLE-MCB, we relax the invariant that Si+1; :::; SN form a basis of the subspaeorthogonal to C1; :::; Ci. Sine we need just one vetor in this subspae, we an a�ord to relax thisinvariant and maintain the orretness of the algorithm.In SIMPLE-MCB in phase i we updates Si+1; :::; SN . Our idea now is to update only thoseSj 's where j is lose to i and postpone the update of the later Sj 's. During the postponed update,many Sj 's an be updated simultaneously.We will use a funtion extend yle basis to implement this idea. The funtion extend yle basisworks in a reursive manner.3.1 Computing the Minimum Cyle Basis using extend yle basisWe present below the overall algorithm FAST-MCB and the proedure extend yle basis . Thefuntion update will be desribed in Setion 3.2. Reall that the edges e1; :::; eN are the edges ofG n T , where T is a spanning tree of G.� Initialize the yle basis with the empty set and initialize Sj = fejg for 1 � j � N .� Call the proedure extend yle basis(fg; fS1; : : : ; SNg; N).(A all to extend yle basis(fC1; :::; Cig; fSi+1; : : : ; Si+kg; k) extends the yle basis by k yles. Cdenotes the urrent partial yle basis whih is fC1; :::; Cig.)The proedure extend yle basis(C; fSi+1; : : : ; Si+kg; k):{ if k = 1, ompute a shortest yle that has odd intersetion with Si+1.{ if k > 1, we use reursion.1. we �rst all extend yle basis(C; fSi+1; : : : ; Si+bk=2g; bk=2) to extend the urrent ylebasis by bk=2 elements.2. we then all update(fSi+1; : : : ; Si+bk=2g; fSi+bk=2+1; :::; Si+kg) to updatefSi+bk=2+1; :::; Si+kg. Let fTi+bk=2+1; :::; Ti+kg be the output returned by update .3. we then all extend yle basis(C [fCi+1; :::; Ci+bk=2g; fTi+bk=2+1; : : : ; Ti+kg; dk=2e) to ex-tend the urrent yle basis by dk=2e yles.Fig. 2. FAST-MCB: A faster minimum yle basis algorithm6



The proedure extend yle basis(fC1; :::; Cig; fSi+1; : : : ; Si+kg; k) omputes k new elementsCi+1; :::; Ci+k of the minimum yle basis using the subsets Si+1; : : : ; Si+k. We maintain the in-variant that these subsets are all orthogonal to C1; :::; Ci. It �rst omputes Ci+1; :::; Ci+bk=2 usingSi+1; : : : ; Si+bk=2. At this point, the remaining subsets Si+bk=2+1; : : : ; Si+k need not be orthog-onal to the new yles Ci+1; :::; Ci+bk=2. So it then updates Si+bk=2+1; : : : ; Si+k so that theyare orthogonal to Ci+1; :::; Ci+bk=2 and they ontinue to be orthogonal to fC1; :::; Cig. Then itomputes Ci+bk=2+1 ; : : : ; Ci+k .Let us see a small example as to how this works. Suppose N = 4. We initialize the subsetsSi; i = 1; :::; 4 and all extend yle basis , whih then alls itself with only S1 and S2 and thenonly with S1 and so omputes C1. Then we update S2 so that hC1; S2i = 0 and ompute C2. Nowwe simultaneously update S3 and S4 whih were still at their initial values so that the updated S3and S4 are both orthogonal to C1 and C2. Now we ompute C3 using S3 and update S4 and thenompute C4.Observe that whenever we ompute Ci+1, we have the property that Si+1 is orthogonal toC1; :::; Ci. The di�erene is the funtion update whih allows us to update many Sj 's simulta-neously to be orthogonal to many Ci's. This simultaneous update enables us to use fast matrixmultipliation algorithms whih is ruial to the speedup. We desribe these steps in detail in thenext setion.3.2 The funtion update:When we all the funtion update(fSi+1; : : : ; Si+bk=2g; fSi+bk=2+1; :::; Si+kg), the sets Si+bk=2+1,:::; Si+k need not all be orthogonal to the spae spanned by C [ fCi+1; :::; Ci+bk=2g. We knowthat Si+bk=2+1; :::; Si+k are all orthogonal to C and now we need to ensure that the updatedSi+bk=2+1; :::; Si+k (all them Ti+bk=2+1; : : : ; Ti+k) are all orthogonal to C [ fCi+1; :::; Ci+bk=2g.We will use the sets Ti+1; :::; Ti+bk=2 whih are the �nal versions of the subsets Si+1; :::; Si+bk=2in order to perform this update, sine only when the omputation of these sets Ti+1; :::; Ti+bk=2is ompleted, do we all the funtion update(i + bk=2; dk=2e). We now want to update the setsSi+bk=2+1; :::; Si+k, i.e., we want to determine Ti+bk=2+1; : : : ; Ti+k suh that for eah j in therange for i+ bk=2+ 1 � j � i+ k1. Tj is orthogonal to Ci+1; : : : ; Ci+bk=2 and2. Tj ontinues to remain orthogonal to C1; :::; Ci.So we de�ne Tj (for eah i+ bk=2+ 1 � j � i+ k) as follows:Tj = Sj + a linear ombination of Ti+1; : : : ; Ti+bk=2.This makes sure that Tj is orthogonal to the yles C1; : : : ; Ci beause Sj and all of Ti+1; :::; Ti+k=2are orthogonal to C1; : : : ; Ci. Hene, Tj whih is a linear ombination of them will also be orthog-onal to C1; : : : ; Ci. The oeÆients of the linear ombination will be hosen suh that Tj will beorthogonal to Ci+1; : : : ; Ci+bk=2 .Let Tj = Sj + aj1Ti+1 + aj2Ti+2 + � � �+ ajbk=2Ti+bk=2:We will determine the oeÆients aj1; :::; ajbk=2 for all i+ bk=2+ 1 � j � k simultaneously. Wenow look at this problem as a problem in linear algebra.7



A Problem in Linear Algebra: Consider the following problem. We are given an invertible bk=2�bk=2 matrix X and a dk=2e�bk=2 matrix Y and we want to �nd a dk=2e�bk=2 matrix A suhthat: (A I) � �XY � = 0Here 0 stands for the k�bk=2 zero-matrix and I stands for the dk=2e�dk=2e identity matrix.We need AX + Y = 0 or A = �Y X�1 = Y X�1 sine we are in the �eld GF (2). We andetermine A in time k! using fast matrix multipliation and inverse algorithms.The Implementation of update: We want0BBBB�Ti+bk=2+1......Ti+k 1CCCCA = (A I) �0BBBBBB� Ti+1: : :Ti+bk=2Si+bk=2+1: : :Si+k
1CCCCCCAwhere A is a dk=2e � bk=2 matrix whose `th row has the unknowns aj1; :::; ajbk=2 , where j =i+ bk=2+ `. And Tj represents a row with the oeÆients of Tj as its row elements.Let us multiply both sides of this equation with an N � bk=2 matrix whose olumns arethe yles Ci+1 to Ci+bk=2 . Then the left hand side is the 0 matrix sine eah of the vetorsTi+bk=2+1; :::; Ti+k has to be orthogonal to eah of Ci+1; :::; Ci+bk=2+1. Let�XY � = 0BBBBBB� Ti+1: : :Ti+bk=2Si+bk=2+1: : :Si+k

1CCCCCCA � �CTi+1 : : : CTi+bk=2�where X = 0� Ti+1: : :Ti+bk=21A � �CTi+1 : : : CTi+bk=2� ; Y = 0�Si+bk=2+1: : :Si+k 1A � �CTi+1 : : : CTi+bk=2�Then 0 = (A I) � �XY �And we have the problem of the preeding paragraph if we show that X is invertible. Thematrix X = 0BBB� hTi+1; Ci+1i : : : hTi+1; Ci+bk=2ihTi+2; Ci+1i : : : hTi+2; Ci+bk=2i... ... ...hTi+bk=2; Ci+1i : : : hTi+bk=2; Ci+bk=2i1CCCA = 0BBBBB�1 � � : : : �0 1 � : : : �0 0 1 : : : �... ... ... ... ...0 0 0 : : : 1
1CCCCCAis an upper diagonal matrix with 1's on the diagonal, sine eah T` is orthogonal to all Cj ; j < `.Hene, X is invertible. Thus A = Y X�1. 8



Corretness of FAST-MCB: By the implementation of the funtion update , Lemma 3 follows.Lemma 3. When k = 1, i.e., whenever we all extend yle basis(fC1; :::; Cig; Si+1; 1), Si+1 isorthogonal to fC1; :::; Cig. And Si+1 always ontains the edge ei+1.Hene, just before we ompute Ci+1, we always have a non-zero vetor Si+1 orthogonal tofC1; :::; Cig. The orretness of FAST-MCB follows then from Theorem 1.3.3 The running time of FAST-MCBThe reurrene of our FAST-MCB algorithm is as follows:T (k) = (ost of omputing a shortest odd yle Ci in Si if k = 12T (k=2) + ost of update if k > 1Cost of update: The omputation of matries X and Y takes time mk!�1 using the fast matrixmultipliation algorithm. We are multiplying k=2�N by N � k=2 matries. We split the matriesinto 2N=k square bloks and use fast matrix multipliation to multiply the bloks. Thus multipli-ation takes time (2N=k)(k=2)! = O(mk!�1). We an also invert X in O(k!) and we also multiplyY and X�1 using fast matrix multipliation in order to get the matrix A.Using the algorithm desribed in Setion 2.2 to ompute a shortest odd yle Ci in Si, thereurrene turns into T (k) = (mn+ n2 logn if k = 12T (k=2) + k!�1m+ k! if k > 1 :This solves to k(mn+ n2 logn) + k! + k!�1m. Thus T (m) = m! +m2n+mn2 logn.Sine m! < m2n, this redues to T (m) = m2n+mn2 logn.For m > n logn, this is m2n. For m � n logn, this is mn2 logn.Theorem 2. A minimum yle basis of an undireted weighted graph an be omputed in timeO(m2n+mn2 logn).Our algorithm has a running time of O(m! + m � n(m + n logn)), where the n(m + n logn)term is the ost to ompute all pairs shortest paths. This term an be replaed with a better termwhen the graph is unweighted or the edge weights are integers or when the graph is sparse.When the edges of G have integer weights, we an ompute all pairs shortest paths in timeO(mn) [Tho99,Tho00℄, that is we an bound T (1) by O(mn). When the graph is unweightedor the edge weights are small integers, we an ompute all pairs shortest paths in time ~O(n!)[Sei95,GM97℄. When suh graphs are reasonably dense, say m � n1:7, then the m! term dominatesthe running time of our algorithm.Theorem 3. A minimum yle basis in a graph with integer edge weights an be omputed in timeO(m2n). For unweighted graphs whih satisfy m � n1:7, we have an O(m!) algorithm.4 An approximation algorithm for Minimum Cyle BasisThe bottlenek in the running time of our minimum yle basis algorithm is the omputation ofthe shortest yle Ci suh that hCi; Sii = 1. Suppose we relax our onstraint that our yle basis9



should have minimum weight and ask for a yle basis whose weight is at most � times the weightof an MCB. Then an we give a faster algorithm?We show a positive answer to the above question. For any parameter � > 1, we present belowan approximation algorithm whih omputes a yle basis whose weight is at most � times theweight of a minimum yle basis. To the best of our knowledge, this is the �rst time that anapproximation algorithm for the MCB problem is being given.This algorithm is obtained by relaxing k = 1 step in the proedure extend yle basis of ourFAST-MCB algorithm (Fig. 2). In the original algorithm, we omputed a shortest yle Ci+1 suhthat hCi+1; Si+1i = 1. Here, we relax it to ompute a yle Di+1 suh that hDi+1; Si+1i = 1 andthe weight of Di+1 is at most � times the weight of a shortest yle that has odd intersetion withSi+1. The method of updating the subsets Si would be idential to the way the updation is donein FAST-MCB.A suint desription of our algorithm is given in Fig. 3.For i = 1 to N do the following:{ Let Si be any arbitrary non-zero vetor in the subspae orthogonal to fD1; D2; :::; Di�1g i.e., Siis a non-trivial solution to the set of equations:hDk; xi = 0 for k = 1 to i� 1.{ Compute a yle Di suh that hDi; Sii = 1 and the weight of Di � � �the weight of a shortest odd yle in Si.Fig. 3. APPROXIMATE-MCB: An �-approximate MCBThe linear independene of the Di's follows from the existene of Si's (by using Si to show thateah Di is linearly independent of fD1; :::; Di�1g). Similarly, note that the subsets fS1; :::; SNg arelinearly independent sine eah Si is independent of fSi+1; :::; SNg beause hSi; Dii = 1 whereashSj ; Dii = 0 for eah j > i.4.1 Corretness of APROXIMATE-MCBLet jCj denote the weight of yle C. We need to show that PNi=1 jDij � � � weight of MCB. LetAi be a shortest odd yle in Si. The set fA1; :::; ANg need not be linearly independent sine thesubsets Si's were not updated aording to the Ai's. The following lemma was originally shownin [dP95℄ in order to give an equivalent haraterisation of the MCB problem as a maximisationproblem. We present a simple proof of the lemma here.Lemma 4. PNi=1 jAij � weight of MCB.Proof. We will look at the Ai's in sorted order i.e., let � be a permutation on [N ℄ suh thatjA�(1)j � jA�(2)j � ::: � jA�(N)j. Let fC1; :::; CNg be the yles of an MCB and let jC1j � jC2j �::: � jCN j. We will show that for eah i; jA�(i)j � jCij. That will prove the lemma.We will �rst show that hCk; S�(`)i = 1 for some k and ` with 1 � k � i � ` � N . Otherwise, theN � i+ 1 linearly independent vetors S�(i); S�(i+1); :::; S�(N) belong to the subspae orthogonalto C1; :::; Ci; however, this subspae has dimension only N � i.This means that jA�(`)j � jCkj sine A�(`) is a shortest yle suh that hA�(`); S�(`)i = 1.But by the sorted order, jA�(i)j � jA�(`)j and jCkj � jCij. This implies that jA�(i)j � jCij. utIt is obvious from the algorithm that for eah i, jDij � � � jAij. Hene, it follows from the abovelemma that PNi=1 jDij � �� weight of MCB. Thus Theorem 4 follows.10



Theorem 4. The yles fD1; :::; DNg omputed in Fig. 3 have weight at most � times the weightof a minimum yle basis.4.2 The running time of APPROXIMATE-MCBSine all the steps of APPROXIMATE-MCB, exept the step orresponding to omputing a short-est yle, are idential to FAST-MCB, we have the following reurrene for APPROXIMATE-MCB:T (k) = (ost of omputing an � streth odd yle Di in Si if k = 12T (k=2) + ost of update if k > 1So the running time of APPROXIMATE-MCB depends on whih parameter � is used in thealgorithm. We will ompute an � streth odd yle Di by using the same method as in Setion 2.2.But instead of a shortest (v+; v�) path in Gi, here we would ompute an � streth (v+; v�) path.It is easy to see that the minimum of suh paths would orrespond to an � streth yle in G thathas odd intersetion with Si.When � = 2, we use the result in [CZ01℄ to ompute 2 streth paths whih would result in 2streth yles. Then APPROX-MCB runs in time ~O(m3=2n3=2)+O(m!). For graphs withm � n1:6,this is an O(m!) algorithm.For 1 + � approximation, we use the all pairs 1 + � streth paths algorithm [Zwi98℄. Then wehave an ~O(mn!=� log(W=�)) + O(m!) algorithm to ompute a yle basis whih is at most 1 + �times the weight of an MCB, where W is the largest edge weight in the graph. Assuming thatm � n1:7 and all edge weights are polynomial in n, this is an O(m!1=� log(1=�)) algorithm.5 Computing a Certi�ate of OptimalityGiven a set of yles C = fC1; :::; CNg we would like to onstrut a erti�ate to verify the laimthat C forms an MCB. A erti�ate is an \easy to verify" witness of the optimality of our answer.For example, the sets Si, 1 � i � N in the algorithm from whih we alulate the ylesC = fC1; :::; CNg of the minimum yle basis, are a erti�ate of the optimality of C. The runningtime of the veri�ation algorithm would have smaller onstants than FAST-MCB and it would beoneptually muh simpler. This motivates the following question: given a set of yles fC1; :::; CNg,ompute its erti�ate.The algorithm below omputes witnesses S1; :::; SN given C1; :::; CN .1. Compute a spanning tree T . Let fe1; :::; eNg be the edges of G n T .2. Form the 0-1 N � N matrix C = �CT1 : : : CTN�, where the i-th olumn of C is the inidenevetor of Ci over fe1; :::; eNg.3. Compute C�1. The rows of C�1 are our witnesses or erti�ate.If the inversion algorithm returns an error, it means that C is singular, then fC1; :::; CNg arelinearly dependent, hene they annot form a yle basis.The rows of C�1 form our witnesses S1; S2; :::; SN . The property that we want from S1; :::; SNis that for eah i, hCi; Sii = 1. Sine C�1C is the identity matrix, this property is obeyed by therows of C�1.Suppose eah Ci is a shortest yle suh that hCi; Sii = 1. Then by Lemma 4, this means thatPNi=1 jCij � weight of an MCB. Sine fC1; :::; CNg are linearly independent (by the existene ofC�1), it means that fC1; :::; CNg forms a minimum yle basis.On the other hand, if for some i, Ci is not a shortest yle suh that hCi; Sii = 1, then byreplaing Ci with a shortest yle that has odd intersetion with Si (as in the proof of Theorem1), we get a yle basis with smaller weight. 11



Hene, the yles fC1; :::; CNg form an MCB if and only if eah Ci is a shortest odd yle inSi. Sine the inverse of an N �N matrix an be omputed in O(N!) time, we have the followingtheorem.Theorem 5. Given a set of yles C = fC1; :::; CNg we an onstrut a erti�ate fS1; :::; SNg inO(m!) time.Referenes[CC73℄ L. O. Chua and L. Chen. On optimally sparse yle and oboundary basis for a linear graph. InIEEE Trans. Ciruit Theory, volume CT-20, pages 495{503, 1973.[CHR76℄ A. C. Cassell, J. C. Henderson, and K. Ramahandran. Cyle bases of minimal measure forthe strutural analysis of skeletal strutures by the exibility method. In Pro. Royal Soiety ofLondon Series A, volume 350, pages 61{70, 1976.[CW90℄ D. Coppersmith and S. Winograd. Matrix multipliations via arithmeti progressions. Journalof Symb. Comput., 9:251{280, 1990.[CZ01℄ E. Cohen and U. Zwik. All-pairs small-streth paths. Journal of Algorithms, 38:335{353, 2001.[dP95℄ J.C. de Pina. Appliations of Shortest Path Methods. PhD thesis, University of Amsterdam,Netherlands, 1995.[DPK82℄ N. Deo, G. M. Prabhu, and M. S. Krishnamoorthy. Algorithms for generating fundamental ylesin a graph. ACM Trans. Math. Software, 8:26{42, 1982.[GH02℄ Alexander Golynski and Joseph D. Horton. A polynomial time algorithm to �nd the minimumyle basis of a regular matroid. In 8th Sandinavian Workshop on Algorithm Theory, 2002.[GM97℄ Z. Galil and O. Margalit. All pairs shortest paths for graphs with small integer length edges.Journal of Computing Systems and Sienes, 54:243{254, 1997.[HM93℄ David Hartvigsen and Russell Mardon. When do short yles generate the yle spae? Journalof Combinaotrial Theory, Series B, 57:88{99, 1993.[HM94℄ David Hartvigsen and Russell Mardon. The all-pairs min ut problem and the minimum ylebasis problem on planar graphs. Journal of Disrete Mathematis, 7(3):403{418, 1994.[Hor87℄ J. D. Horton. A polynomial-time algorithm to �nd a shortest yle basis of a graph. SIAMJournal of Computing, 16:359{366, 1987.[HS75℄ E. Hubika and M. M. Syslo. Minimal bases of yles of a graph. In M. Fiedler, editor, ReentAdvanes in Graph Theory, pages 283{293, 1975.[Kol80℄ E. Kolasinska. On a minimum yle basis of a graph. Zastos. Mat., 16:631{639, 1980.[PR82℄ Padberg and Rao. Odd minimum ut-sets and b-mathings. Mathematis of Operations Researh,7:67{80, 1982.[Sei95℄ R. Seidel. On the all-pairs-shortest-path problem in unweighted undireted graphs. Journal ofComputing Systems and Sienes, 51:400{403, 1995.[Ste64℄ G. F. Stepane. Basis systems of vetor yles with extremal properties in graphs. Uspekhi Mat.Nauk, 19:171{175, 1964.[Tho99℄ M. Thorup. Undireted single-soure shortest paths with positive integer weights in linear time.Journal of the ACM, 46:362{394, 1999.[Tho00℄ M. Thorup. Floats, integers, and single soure shortest paths. Journal of Algorithms, 35:189{201,2000.[Zwi98℄ U. Zwik. All pairs shortest paths in weighted direted graphs - exat and approximate algorithms.In Pro. of the 39th Annual IEEE FOCS, pages 310{319, 1998.[Zyk69℄ A. A. Zykov. Theory of Finite Graphs. Nauka, Novosibirsk, 1969.
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Appendix ADe Pina's ombinatorial algorithmDe Pina gave the following ombinatorial algorithm (Fig.4) to ompute a minimum yle basis ina graph G with non-negative weights on its edges.Let T be a �xed spanning tree. Let e1; : : : ; eN be the edges of GnT in some arbitrary but �xedorder.Initialize S1;i = feig (i = 1; :::; N).for k = 1; :::; N doFind a shortest yle Ck with an odd number of edges in Sk;kDe�ne for i = k + 1; :::; N :Sk+1;i = (Sk;i if Ck has an even number of edges in Sk;iSk;i 4 Sk;k if Ck has an odd number of edges in Sk;iend forThe algorithm returns fC1; :::; CNg.Fig. 4. De Pina's ombinatorial algorithm for omputing a MCBSine eah set Sk;k always ontains the edge ek, the yle formed by edges of T and ek hasintersetion exatly 1 with Sk;k. Hene, the set of yles wiith an odd number of edges in Sk;k isnon-empty.Appendix BProof of Lemma 1Proof. The path p has to ontain an odd number of edges of Si. This is beause only edges of Siprovide a hange of sign and p goes from a + vertex to a � vertex. We might have deleted someedges of Si while forming C sine those edges ourred with a multipliity of 2. But this meansthat we always delete an even number of edges from Si. Hene C has an odd number of edges ofSi present in it. Also, the length of C � the length of p sine edges have non-negative lengths.We should now prove that C is a shortest suh yle. Let C 0 be any other yle in G with anodd number of edges of Si in it. If C 0 is not a simple yle, then C 0 is a union of simple yles (withdisjoint edges) and at least one of those simple yles C0 should have an odd number of edges ofSi present in it. And the weight of C0 � the weight of C 0.Let u be a vertex in C0. We will identify C0 with a path in Gi by traversing C0 starting at thevertex u and identifying it with u+. If we traverse an edge e of Si, then we identify the vertiesinident on e with opposite signs. And if we traverse an edge outside Si, then we identify theverties inident on e with the same sign. Sine C0 is a yle, we ome bak to the vertex u. Also,C0 has an odd number of edges of Si present in it. So the sign of the �nal vertex is of the oppositesign to the sign of the starting vertex. Hene, C0 translates to a u+ to u� path p0 in Gi. And thelength of p0 = the length of C0.But p was the minimum weight path among all shortest (v+; v�) paths in Gi for all v 2 V .Hene, the length of p � the length of p0. So we �nally we get that the length of C � the length ofp � the length of p0 � the length of C 0. This proves that C is a shortest yle with odd intersetionwith Si. ut13


